Annex V to the General Terms and Conditions of Carriage and Additional Regulations - Additional
conditions of carriage with respect to COVID 19

Due to the implementation of the Regulation of the Council of Ministers of 19 June 2020 on the
establishment of specific restrictions, orders and bans in relation to the occurrence of the epidemic and
bearing in mind the safety procedures created on the basis of the guidelines of the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) and the European Center for Prevention and Disease Control (ECDC) in connection
with the SARS-COV-2 pandemic, until further notice, the Carrier introduces the following additional
obligations and rules specifying the Passenger's behavior before the flight and during air transport:
§1
Before the flight
1. The Passenger is obliged to complete and forward to the ground handling agent at the airport
a declaration regarding the current state of health, based on which the Passenger will receive
a boarding card authorizing him to board the Carrier's aircraft. The health declaration form can
be found in part A of this Annex.
2. Failure to submit a declaration regarding the current state of health shall result in the refusal of
carriage.
§2
On board
1. Passengers over 6 years old are required to wear a mask covering the nose and lips, however,
on flights to and from Poland, this obligation applies to passengers over 4 years of age.
2. In addition to the obligation referred to above, it is recommended that Passengers:
a)

b)
c)
d)

they followed the rules of hygiene - by disinfecting their hands with an appropriate fluid,
rules for protection during coughing and sneezing and avoiding close contact with other
people;
keep as far as possible from other passengers, especially when getting on and off the plane;
restrict the movement on board,
comply with the recommendations of the On-Board Personnel.

3. Before leaving the deck, each Passenger is required to complete the Passenger Location Form
distributed by the cabin crew, which will be forwarded to the local sanitary authorities and will
be used for possible subsequent contact with you. The Passenger Location Form is in part B of
this Annex.
4. Failure to comply with the obligation referred to in item 3 above may result in the consequences
referred to in § 10 of the General Terms and Conditions of Carriage and Additional Regulation.
5.
§3
Rules for the transport of passengers who recovered from COVID -19
Passengers who recovered from a COVID -19 may start their journey after the following transition
period:

1

1) after 3 days without fever and without symptoms of infection of the respiratory system, but not
earlier than 13 days from the day of the occurrence of the symptoms;
or
2) 10 days after obtaining the first positive diagnostic test result towards SARS-CoV-2 - in the case
of a patient without clinical symptoms,
or
3) in specific situations, the termination of isolation of a person who has obtained a positive result
of the diagnostic test for SARS-CoV-2 takes place after obtaining a negative result of this test
twice from samples collected at intervals of at least 24 hours, regardless of the number of days
elapsed since the last positive diagnostic result towards SARS-CoV-2 and the type of clinical
symptoms.

The above rules were introduced on the basis of and in accordance with the provisions of the Regulation
of the Minister of Health of September 1, 2020 amending the regulation on infectious diseases causing
the obligation of hospitalization, isolation or isolation at home and the obligation of quarantine or
epidemiological supervision (Journal of Laws 2020, item . 1506).

§4

These rules and obligations do not prejudice the other provisions of the General Terms and Conditions
of Carriage and Additional Regulation.
PART A - health declaration
PART B - Passenger Location Form
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